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Next Gen AI: Foundation Models



The Challenge of Generative 
Conversational AI



1965

1997

MIT`s Eliza, first 
Chatbot using NLP

IBM`s Deep Blue 
beats chess 

champion Garry 
Kasparov

2011

2016

IBM`s Watson 
beats Jeopardy 

Champion

Google DeepMind`s 
AlphGo beats world 
champion Lee Sedol 

in Go

2019

Google AlphaStar: 
Mastering the real-
time strategy game 

StarCraft II

2022

META's CICERO: 
beats humans at 

diplomacy 

• „Empathy“
• Negotiation skills

Strategic
Capabilities

timeSimple NLP

Neural Network

Deep Learning

Foundation Model

Milestones in AI



Foundation-Models are trained on 100s of Gigabytes of
text data to build an understanding of the world



Foundation-Models are trained on 100s of Gigabytes of
text data to build an understanding of the world



Foundation-Models are able to „understand“ 
language at an impressive level

explain jokes

Inference reasoning



Based on the large amount of training data, 
these models can be used for a wide range of tasks

Source: Foundation Models: A Primer for Investors and Builders - Gradient Flow
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Original Post AI created Post 

Flesch-Index=62
56% prefer the post
Written more objectively; short 
and concise; fits less with the 
company's appearance 

Flesch-Index=46
44% prefer the post
Kitschy, "you" is more personal and fits 
the product better, casual writing fits 
the brand

Foundation Models: Prompt to Text



Foundation Models: Text to Images



An AI-Generated Artwork Won First Place at a State Fair 
Fine Arts Competition, and Artists Are Pissed" 



Prompt: “A teddy bear painting a portrait" 



AI Foundation Models: Media at your fingertips 



Foundation models application landspace



Generative AI: Use Case Matrix



Human to AI / AI to Human / AI to AI

AI augmenting conversations:
high quality dialogue at scale – 24/7/365

Consumer

Company

Generative AI: Voice

Generative AI: Image

Generative AI: Text
Generative AI: Text

Generative AI: Image



NLU

Knowledge Graph:
- Domain Knowledge

- Corporate Knowledge

Conversational AI: Hybrid approach

KG

FSL

Linguistic Artificial 

Intelligence

Quality Assurance:
- A priori check

- Ex post check

Prompt Engineering

Conversational AI



AI augmenting conversations: 
CICERO - The first AI to play 

Diplomacy at a human level

C





There is no free (AI) 
lunch - what are the 
challenges in using it
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Foundation Models: 
challenges and limitation

Vendor lock-in

• Hidden costs

• Knowledge stay with 

model provider

Quality issues

• „Plausible Bullshit“ 

• Bias propagation 

• Global parrot

Domain and task adaptation

• Adoption to domain and company 

knowledge

• Challenging Prompt-Engineering 



Foundation Fails – GPT-3 chatbot gone rogue



Meta has withdrawn its Galactica AI, 
only 3 days after its release, following intense criticism



Right here, right now -
how should companies 
start using it? 
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Generative AI: Maturity Model 



Chat Bots mit GPT-3 am Beispiel 
des Teltec-Shops – Level I

Out-of-the-box chatbots based on a general language model.  Simple 

communication about general topics related to camera and production 

techniques

Consumer: "What equipment do I need for live streaming?“

Chatbot: "For live streaming, you need four things to go live: a camera, 

a microphone, streaming software, and a good internet connection."



Chat Bots mit GPT-3 am Beispiel 
des Teltec-Shops – Level II

TelTec-specific Chatbot based on a general language model extended with 

Teltec-specific product knowledge.

Consumer: "What is the price of the best handheld camcorder and how many 

f-stops does it have?“

Chatbot: "The current best handheld camcorder is the PXW-FX9 from Sony 

with 15 f-stops."



Chat Bots mit GPT-3 am Beispiel 
des Teltec-Shops – Level III

Chatbot as intelligent sales consultant:

Chatbot with reasoning component that communicates with other bots and 

extracts relevant data from different databases.

Consumer: "What do I need for the film production of an image film?“

Chatbot: "For professional image film productions, cinema cameras as well as 

fast lenses should be used, e.g. the Sony FX3with the Sony SEL24 F1.4GM 

wide-angle lens - currently on sale: € 1,399.00, in stock, up to 3 business days. 

In order to shoot an image film yourself, however, cheaper alternatives are also 

sufficient, theoretically even the Iphone. Important are: enough memory, 

sufficient battery life and preferably an external microphone input. An additional 

tripod is helpful to be able to make quiet recordings."



The AI future has just 
begun – what 
achievements will 
there be in the future?
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Conversational Devices are getting smarter

Embedded Conversational AI: Smart 
Devices and new ecosystems

Consumer

Company

Internet of humans/ 

Internet of everything Conversational Ecosystems 



Foundation models at exponential growth

…..



Foundation models at exponential growth

https://generative-ai.group



Thank you! 
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